INTRODUCTION
============

Helicases separate double-stranded nucleic acids into the single-stranded intermediates needed for many cellular processes ([@b1]). These enzymes are considered motor proteins due to their ability to move along nucleic acids using the chemical energy released from the hydrolysis of ATP or other nucleoside triphosphates. To probe their mechanism at the most fundamental level, one would ideally like to measure real-time structural changes of a helicase--DNA complex during each reaction step. Single-molecule techniques ([@b2]--[@b13]) are promising for this goal because they can detect the conformational changes and biochemical reactions of individual bio-molecules with milliseconds time resolution under biologically relevant solution conditions.

Helicases are molecular machines, characterized by their translocation rates, unwinding rates, physical and kinetic step size, directionality and processivity. There is a wide variability in these parameters among different families and subfamilies. The unwinding reaction in general consists of helicase translocation along double-stranded substrate and its separation into single-strands. This general mechanism has been exploited in many single molecule helicase studies. In contrast, some helicase-catalyzed reactions have unique features that allow for distinctive experimental designs. Examples are Holliday junction branch migration by RuvAB and the multi-subunit protein RecBCD that has both nuclease and helicase activities. Here, we compare different single molecule techniques in terms of their time resolution and base pair resolution in detecting helicase-catalyzed unwinding reaction (summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), and discuss the novel scientific findings from the studies of *Escherichia coli* Rep, RecBCD and RuvAB performed using fluorescence or the tethered particle assay. We refer to an accompanying review (14) for the detailed discussion of helicase studies performed under external force.

FORCE-EXTENSION TECHNIQUES
==========================

Force-extension experiments ([@b15],[@b16]) can detect changes in the elastic properties of the DNA or RNA substrate, represented in the force-extension curves. By pulling both ends of the substrate via flow, magnetic or optical tweezers, the DNA (or RNA) can be stretched under different applied forces, adding another dimension to the variable space. Strand separation reaction can be detected as a change in the end to end distance of the polymer with up to a few base pair resolution and tens of milliseconds time resolution using optical tweezers and with generally poorer resolution using magnetic tweezers.

Optical tweezers have been used to study the RNA unwinding by NS3, an essential RNA helicase for hepatitis C viral replication ([@b17]) belonging to the superfamily 2 ([@b13]), and to study RecBCD ([@b10]), an enzyme that participates in the repair of chromosomal DNA ([@b18]). Magnetic tweezers have been used to study DNA unwinding by the *E.coli* UvrD helicase ([@b8]) and branch migration catalyzed by RuvAB ([@b19],[@b20]). UvrD is a 3′ to 5′ DNA helicase that belongs to the superfamily 1 and shares extensive sequence similarity ([@b21]) and high structural homology ([@b21]--[@b23]) with Rep and PcrA helicases. RuvAB is involved in the processing of the Holiday junction ([@b24]), a key intermediate in homologous recombination. This four way DNA junction ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) can undergo spontaneous branch migration if it is made of homologous sequences. RuvAB ensures that branch migration occurs efficiently in one direction, shortening two arms and lengthening the other two arms of the junction. By attaching the end of one arm to a microscope slide and a paramagnetic bead to the end of the opposite arm, it is possible to follow the changes in the length of the arms under applied force ([@b19],[@b20]).

TETHERED PARTICLE ASSAY
=======================

A closely related technique which does not require the use of external forces is the tethered particle assay ([@b25]). The fundamental principle here is that the amplitude of the Brownian motion of a bead tethered to a surface through a rigid polymer is related to the length of the polymer. Light microscopy is used to detect the position of the bead, which could be attached to the enzyme ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or the DNA substrate ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Translocation of the enzyme along the substrate or changes in the length of the substrate can be followed. The technique has a low spatial resolution but requires a relatively simple experimental setup and can be a good alternative for investigating various aspects of highly processive enzymes.

Dohoney and Gelles ([@b4]) studied RecBCD using this technique. RecBCD combines highly processive and rapid helicase activity with strand specific nuclease activity. Recognition of a specific DNA sequence (χ) switches the polarity of DNA cleavage. By attaching a 200 nm polystyrene bead to the RecD unit they detected the RecBCD movement on a double-stranded (ds) DNA attached to a glass surface at one end ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Translocation was unidirectional at all times and the χ sequence encounter did not eject the bead (hence the RecD unit) although it was not possible to determine whether the χ sequence was recognized by RecBCD due to the limited spatial resolution (∼30 nm or ∼100 bp) and time resolution (∼0.5 s).

Branch migration catalyzed by RuvAB was also studied using the tethered particle assay ([@b26]). The Brownian motion of a polystyrene bead attached to one arm of the junction was used to follow the extent of branch migration ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with a resolution of tens of nanometers. The bead position was recorded at a video rate of 25 frames/s and the amplitude of the Brownian motion was determined by the standard deviation of the bead position over 4 s. A high variability from 7 to 37 bp/s in the reaction rate was observed among different molecules but their average rate was in agreement with studies performed using magnetic tweezers ([@b19],[@b20]). Branch migration was impeded when RuvAB encountered a significantly heterologous region (\>25 bp), and the probability of overcoming the barrier depended on the degree of heterology and the lifetime of the stalled RuvAB complex.

MICROFLUIDICS
=============

A novel single molecule technique ([@b27]) was introduced for the studies of RecBCD. RecBCD degrades the single-strand(s) left behind as it unwinds duplex DNA. This unique behavior was used to monitor the time course of unwinding by fluorescently imaging YOYO dyes intercalated to the duplex DNA. The YOYO fluorescence is lost when the duplex is destroyed and the length of the DNA image obtained using a CCD camera becomes shorter as the reaction progresses. The DNA was stretched via hydrodynamic drag applied in a microfluidic device while one end of the DNA, attached to a polystyrene bead, was held in an optical trap ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A controlled initiation of the reaction was achieved by moving the microfluidic device so that the bead--DNA complex shifts between the two halves of the microfluidic channel with different solution conditions (e.g. ±ATP and/or ±RecBCD). The RecBCD reaction showed the average rate of 900 bp/s (with high variability between single molecules) and processivity up to 42 000 bp. The time resolution was about 0.3 s and the effective spatial resolution was ∼3000 bp in the original study. More precise studies later showed that when the enzyme pauses briefly upon encountering the χ sequence and the unwinding speed is reduced by a factor of two on average when the enzyme resumes its movement ([@b9]), leading to the proposal that the RecD motor may functionally decouple from the holoenzyme. A variation of the technique where the RecD unit was tagged with a very bright fluorescent bead ([@b11]) was used to rigorously confirm the work of Dohoney and Gelles with higher resolution.

SINGLE MOLECULE FRET
====================

A different approach to single molecule studies of helicases comes from the use of single molecule fluorescence resonant energy transfer (smFRET) ([@b28]--[@b31]). In this technique the distance between fluorescent dyes is determined by the amount of energy transferred from a donor dye to an acceptor dye, which can be experimentally estimated by measuring the intensities of both dyes. Single molecule FRET is unique in that it can measure the internal conformational changes of a single biological molecule, be it DNA or protein, in its center of mass frame. Thus, exquisite distance resolution, \<1 nm, can be obtained without the need for ultra-stable experimental environments. In addition, there is great flexibility in where to attach the fluorophore. For example, DNA--DNA FRET with the donor and acceptor both on DNA can measure the changes in DNA conformation (unwinding, stretching, etc) induced by the action of the protein ([@b6]), and protein--DNA FRET can detect the binding geometry ([@b7]) as well as ATP-powered protein translocation on DNA ([@b12]). Furthermore, protein--protein FRET can detect the protein conformational changes that accompany its function ([@b12],[@b32]--[@b34]). Recent developments in three (or more)-color FRET ([@b35]--[@b37]) should make it possible to obtain information on more than one distance at a time, enabling the simultaneous measurements of two observables, e.g. DNA unwinding and protein conformational change.

Unwinding kinetics
------------------

Single molecule FRET technique has been applied to measure structural changes of the DNA upon the action of *E.coli* Rep helicase to detect DNA unwinding with ≤10 bp resolution ([@b6]). The substrate used was an 18 bp duplex with a 3′-(dT)~20~ tail with a donor (Cy3) and an acceptor (Cy5) fluorophore attached to the single-stranded (ss)/dsDNA junction ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). DNA molecules were specifically immobilized to a PEG surface and imaged using a total internal reflection fluorescence microscope. A solution containing both Rep and ATP was delivered and while the unwinding time records were being recorded via FRET. Before unwinding begins, the distance, *R*, between the two dyes is small (*E*∼1; *E* ≡ 1/\[1 + *I*~D~/*I*~A~\] is an approximation for FRET efficiency = 1/\[1 + (*R*/*R*~0~)^6^\], where *I*~D~ and *I*~A~ are intensities for donor and acceptor, respectively and *R*~0~ ∼ 5--6 nm). As the DNA is unwound, the time-averaged *R* increases (*E* decreases). If the DNA is fully unwound, the donor strand diffuses away from the surface and the fluorescence signal abruptly disappears, clearly marking the completion of unwinding ([Figure 2a and b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Linear protein concentration dependence for unwinding initiation above 20 nM protein was observed, which might be interpreted as evidence that a Rep monomer can unwind DNA. However, experiments using a DNA substrate fluorescently labeled at near extremities indicated that a Rep monomer binds to the DNA with a few nanomolar affinity and the monomer binding is already saturated at 20 nM Rep ([@b6]). Therefore, the Rep concentration-dependent unwinding initiation rate probably reflects the requirement of another monomer to bind to the existing monomer--DNA complex ([@b6],[@b38]). Unwinding experiment using a 40 bp duplex DNA were also carried out ([@b6]). In contrast to 18 bp duplex, unwinding of 40 bp led to frequent stalls that lasted for a few seconds, either leading to DNA rewinding (FRET returns to 100%) or unwinding restart and completion. The unwinding restart required free Rep molecules in solution, leading to the proposal that the unwinding stalls when the active helicase complex dissociates, leaving a monomer on the DNA, and that the rewinding is observed if the remaining monomer dissociates. The unwinding can be restarted if an additional helicase monomer(s) binds to the stalled monomer.

Protein--DNA complex conformations
----------------------------------

As mentioned before, smFRET can be used to obtain structural information of biomolecular complexes. Single cysteine mutants of Rep that retain activities *in vitro* and *in vivo* were engineered and FRET between a donor on the protein and an acceptor on DNA was measured both in ensemble and in single molecules ([@b7]).

Rep and PcrA consist of four major domains called 1A, 2A, 1B and 2B. Crystal structures of Rep bound to ssDNA show two dramatically different Rep monomer conformations ('open' and 'closed') that differ from each other by a large reorientation (130° swiveling) of the 2B domain while the other domains remain essentially unchanged ([@b21]). The crystal structure of a PcrA monomer in complex with a partial duplex DNA (dsDNA with a short 3′ ssDNA tail) is found in the closed form ([@b22]).

Eight labeling sites were chosen, distributed strategically among all four subdomains. Based on the Rep crystal structure in complex with (dT)~16~ ([@b21]), three of these sites were predicted to be closer to the 3′ end of the ssDNA while three others are predicted to be closer to the 5′ end of the ssDNA, and thus also predicted to be closer to the partial duplex junction of the DNA used in this study. The two sites on the flexible 2B domain were also chosen to deduce the orientation of the 2B subdomain relative to both the DNA as well as the remainder of the Rep protein (open or closed).

Both bulk solution and single molecule measurements showed relative Rep orientations consistent with the crystal structures. Furthermore, single molecule measurements showed that the binding orientation is definitive, i.e. there is not a detectable amount of complexes with the reverse binding orientation.

For each of the eight mutants with a single cysteine at different locations, FRET from a donor on the protein and an acceptor attached to the junction of a partial duplex DNA with a 3′-(dT)~20~ tail was measured in the absence of ATP. Through a triangulation process of the distance constraints obtained from FRET values, it was concluded that the 2B domain is most likely in the closed conformation when a Rep monomer is bound to a partial duplex DNA, similar to the crystal structure of PcrA bound to such a DNA.

ssDNA translocation: kinetics and conformation
----------------------------------------------

To probe ssDNA translocation directly at the single molecule level, single cysteine mutants of Rep were labeled with the donor fluorophore (Cy3) and the movement of a donor-labeled Rep on an acceptor (Cy5)-labeled DNA was detected via single molecule FRET ([@b12]). An 18 bp dsDNA with a 3′-(dT)~80~ tail and with a Cy5 attached to the junction was tethered at the duplex end to a polymer-coated quartz slide via biotin-streptavidin and single molecule data were obtained in the presence of 300 pM of Rep and 1 mM ATP in solution using wide-field total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy with 15 ms time resolution ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

When a donor-labeled Rep monomer binds the partial duplex DNA with a 3′ ssDNA tail, the donor fluorescence signal rises abruptly, combined with a weak acceptor signal. This is followed by a gradual decrease in donor signal and a gradual increase in acceptor signal (and corresponding FRET increase), consistent with ssDNA translocation in the 3′ to 5′ direction toward the junction. Since Rep cannot unwind duplex DNA as a monomer *in vitro* ([@b6],[@b38]), the junction presents itself as a blockade at which the protein is expected to stop and dissociate. Instead of the anticipated dissociation, what was observed was an instantaneous (within 15 ms) FRET decrease to near the initial value followed by further cycles of a gradual FRET increase and an abrupt FRET decrease ([Figure 2d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This sawtooth-like cycle was repeated several times until it finally terminated by protein dissociation or photobleaching.

The sawtooth pattern was interpreted as reflecting repeated cycles of ssDNA translocation followed by the protein snapback to near its initial binding region, termed 'repetitive shuttling'. This data and additional experiments with other substrates provided a possible reason why a Rep monomer is unable to unwind DNA. Whether a helicase unwinds DNA actively or passively, it needs to stay at the junction between dsDNA and ssDNA to exert maximal effects ([@b39]). A Rep monomer, however, appears to snap back when it encounters a dsDNA. Similar sawtooth patterns were observed on ssDNA bounded by a stalled replication fork and an Okazaki fragment analogue and it was shown that Rep can interfere with RecA filament formation on ssDNA ([@b12]). It is possible that one of the *in vivo* functions of Rep is to shuttle repetitively on ssDNA, thereby keeping it clear of unwanted proteins.

The structural aspects of the repetitive shuttling were also explored using single molecule FRET. Similar to the PcrA bound to a 3′-tailed dsDNA that was crystallized in the closed form ([@b22]), it was shown earlier that Rep bound to a 3′-tailed dsDNA in solution favors the closed form ([@b7]). To test if the 2B subdomain closes as Rep approaches the junction; a double cysteine mutant of Rep was engineered (positions 97 and 473 on 1B and 2B subdomains, respectively) and was labeled stochastically with Cy3 and Cy5 so that a 2B closing would result in a FRET increase ([Figure 2e](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Single molecule measurements could identify this mutant labeled with one donor and one acceptor as it moves on an unlabeled DNA with a 3′-(dT)~80~ tail. A representative time trace in [Figure 2f](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows several cycles of gradual FRET increase and an abrupt FRET decrease. The 2B subdomain closes gradually as the protein approaches a blockade and its complete closing may correlate with the affinity enhancement of the secondary binding site toward the 3′ end of the ssDNA, followed by the snapback and the restart of translocation. The detailed microscopic origin behind the gradual 2B closing is not clear, but it is possible that the 2B movement is a molecular beacon that reports on the more subtle conformations changes that occur within the protein.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
======================

Comparing single molecule techniques
------------------------------------

In this review, we have discussed several single molecule helicase assays. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the base pair resolution and time resolution of different techniques in measuring the single molecule unwinding reaction. Techniques such as tethered particle assay and microfluidics are more suitable for studying highly processive enzymes because of their limited spatial resolution. SmFRET and optical tweezers provide in principle the highest possible temporal (milliseconds) and spatial (a few bp) resolution. SmFRET is relatively insensitive to the mechanical noise since it reports on the internal motions within the center of mass frame of the system under study. However, because the distance range that can be probed by FRET is between ∼2 and 8 nm, smFRET cannot be used to measure the extended movements of a highly processive helicase. Other single molecule techniques do not have such limitation on the dynamic range but because they measure the motion in the laboratory frame, mechanical noises and thermal drift have to be dealt with. Using the external force as an additional knob is very useful in understanding the mechanochemistry of motor proteins, but the functional parameters at the zero force limit can be obtained only through extrapolation because the resolution deteriorates when the force is reduced.

Comparing single molecule and bulk studies
------------------------------------------

Researchers design and carry out single molecule measurements because such studies in principle can reveal novel properties that cannot be observed in bulk. That is, some of the most interesting and surprising discoveries made from single molecule studies cannot be confirmed by repeating the measurement in bulk. How can we then be sure that the single molecule measurements themselves do not introduce artifacts, e.g. due to fluorescent labeling, tethering to the surface or bead or applied force? The best one can do is to compare parameters that can be measured both at the single molecule and ensemble level to ascertain that at least the average behavior of single molecules is identical or highly similar to that determined in bulk. Single molecule studies of RecBCD, Rep and RuvAB showed that the speed and processivity of unwinding and branch migration were not altered. Interestingly, the single molecule UvrD studies revealed much faster and much more processive DNA unwinding ([@b8]) than in the bulk studies ([@b40]). As efficient unwinding by UvrD was observed only at high forces ([@b8]), the discrepancy was attributed to the force which is absent in the bulk studies ([@b41]). The applied force may have altered the energy landscape for the unwinding reaction so that a UvrD monomer can unwind the DNA at the speed of ssDNA translocation, instead of a required dimer in the absence of force ([@b41]). Similarly, it was proposed that a monomer of NS3 was responsible for RNA unwinding under applied force ([@b17]) in contrast to the dimer-based unwinding observed in bulk ([@b42]). This may have been responsible for the discrepancy in the step sizes of unwinding by NS3 (11 versus 18 bp in single molecule and bulk studies, respectively).

The power of single molecule approaches
---------------------------------------

Analysis of ensemble kinetic data often requires assumptions on the kinetic behavior of individual molecules. For example, the kinetic unwinding step sizes of UvrD ([@b43]), T7 helicase ([@b44]), RecBCD ([@b45]) and NPH-II ([@b46]) were deduced under the assumption that all individual molecules in a given experiment possess the same reaction rate. Such an assumption can be validated only via single molecule measurements. Interestingly, the single molecule branch migration analysis of RuvAB revealed a series of discrete migration rates suggesting that different numbers of functional units may be involved in the process ([@b26]). In the case of RecBCD, both optical trap ([@b10]) and microfluidic ([@b27]) analysis revealed a great variability in unwinding rate between single RecBCD molecules. Although strong proof that such variability is intrinsic to the enzyme itself is still lacking, this type of molecular heterogeneity can in principle complicate the interpretation of the ensemble kinetic measurements. For example, unwinding speed reduction by RecBCD after a brief pause at the χ sequence ([@b9]) would be impossible to detect in ensemble kinetic studies if there exists a large heterogeneity in unwinding rate. This is because even after the synchronous initiation of unwinding reaction, these molecules would quickly lose synchrony due to the different unwinding rates. Whether the observed molecular heterogeneity has any functional consequences is yet to be determined. It is also tempting to speculate on the biological implications of the many surprising and unexpected discoveries afforded by single molecule approaches. For example, the strand switching behavior of UvrD ([@b8]) and repetitive shuttling of Rep ([@b12]) may imply that these proteins can have alternative functions that do not require strand separation. Finally, the optical trap studies on RNA unwinding by NS3 ([@b17]) detected individual steps at two different levels, termed steps and substeps, which marks the first direct detection of stepping by any helicase. These steps occur in a stochastic manner and would have been washed out if the trajectories were averaged over many molecules.

Despite rapid progress made on various fronts including biochemistry, genetics and structural biology, many fundamental questions about helicases remain largely unanswered. What is the origin of directionality in nucleic acids translocation and unwinding? What are the step sizes of unwinding and translocation and how many layers are there in the hierarchy of steps? How many ATP are consumed per step? Is unwinding passive or active? How is ATP hydrolysis coupled into mechanical movement? How do helicases function in relation to other proteins? Surely, single molecule approaches will play an important role in future endeavors of the community in unraveling the mechanistic details.
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![Schematic representations of single molecule helicase assays. (**a**) Tether particle assay (TPA) for RecBCD. The biotin tagged RecD subunit is attached to a streptavidin-coated polystyrene bead and the course of the reaction is followed by measuring the amplitude of the Brownian motion of the bead. (**b**) TPA studies of Holliday junction branch migration catalyzed by RuvAB. The bead is attached to the DNA substrate. Branch migration changes the arm lengths, which can be measured as changes in the bead\'s Brownian motion. (**c**) Microfludic studies of RecBCD enzymatic reaction. The DNA is attached to a bead that is held in a microfluidic channel by an optical trap. The flow extends the DNA. Fluorescence imaging of the DNA labeled with intercalating dyes measures the contour length of the DNA, which changes as the reaction progresses.](gkl452f1){#fig1}

![Single molecule FRET experiements with Rep helicase. (**a**) Schematic representation of the unwinding reaction catalyzed by Rep. The distance between donor and acceptor dyes at the junction indicates the extent of the reaction. If the protein complex dissociates before the reaction is completed the DNA can rezip again. When the reaction is completed the donor strand dissociates form the surface giving clear indication that the reaction was completed. (**b**) Typical FRET efficiency time trace for an individual molecule that completed the reaction. The reaction initiation time (observed as the time before the FRET efficiency starts to decrease) depends on the protein concentration. (**c**) FRET between a donor attached to a Rep monomer and an acceptor on the DNA reports on the translocation of Rep on ssDNA. (**d**) Typical time traces (donor in green and acceptor in red) for the translocation of Rep on ssDNA. Multiple cycles are clearly observed indicating a repetitive shuttling behavior. The fluorescence intensity is negligible before protein binding and it disappears after protein dissociation or photobleaching. (**e**) Same experiment but donor and acceptor dyes are both located on different domains of the protein. (**f**) Time traces of donor and acceptor dyes show that the 2B domain of the protein undergoes conformational changes correlated with the translocation of the helicase on the ssDNA. Adapted from Ha *et al*., 2002 and Myong *et al*., 2005. Copyright 2002, 2005 Nature Publishing Group.](gkl452f2){#fig2}

###### 

Time resolution and base pair resolution of single molecule unwinding assays

  Technique              Basepair resolution   Time resolution   Helicase studied
  ---------------------- --------------------- ----------------- ------------------
  Optical trap           2--6 bp               20 ms             RecBCD, NS3
  Magnetic tweezers      10--30 bp             0.04--01.0 s      UvrD, RuvAB
  TPA                    ∼100 bp               ∼0.5 s            RecBCD, RuvAB
  Microfluidic assay     ∼200 bp               ∼0.3 s            RecBCD
  Single molecule FRET   \<5 bp                15 ms             Rep
